company were too relevant as well. All the above mentioned drastically dis--less, in the continental civil law countries, the path to lower the share capital level is still faraway. In this article I have taken into consideration the main Italian theories on the function of the share capital, those theories are almost identical to the major theories popular in the majority of countries in -of a future research would be to compare the US System with the EU System, Limited liability companies are the back-bone of modern economic sys--be insolvent, but not the shareholder who instead will be protected by the shield of the share capital. Generally, in continental Europe, the share capital share capital often was a considerable amount of money, which for antonoextrema ratio in the case of company default. Nowadays the share capital has an informative shareholders capital. Nevertheless, previously the share-capital had different functions. The article focus is to show the function of the share capital, and
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Ancient theory of the share capital -share capital will always stay the same.
This consideration leads us to analyse the relationships between share capital and company's assets, the company's assets is the set of assets and -holder of the assets is the company and not an individual. In such a sense there is a perfect distinction between the company and the shareholders, the use of the company's assets in an economic activity is an essential moment the idea that the essential characteristic of the contribution of each partner that the productivity function was, however, carried out by the company assets intended as a whole. A distinctive feature of the share capital would be balance the effects of the limited liability of the shareholders. On this basis, it was, therefore, supported the indispensability of the share capital. The capital became, in this perspective, the only way for a company on the consistency of assurance that they are offered in the form of share capital. This perspective has been the subject of criticism, due to the fact -sets and not only by the share capital. Moreover, the share capital provides occur that a company in condition of economic distress has, however, an creditors, it should have set restrictions on corporate assets, restrictions, but this restriction if applied, would create the collateral effect to "throw the
Productivity function theory
The productive purposes of the share capital are expressed in fact not share capital, This not so radically denied but rather understood in a difissues, moved mainly by authors who prefer the "nominalistic" conception of -share capital must be appropriate to the company activity. The share capital of bind for the company.
Nominal function
The shareholder's participation in the company can be expressed as fractions of capital, the capital itself assumes the role of measurement of the ---the powers and ways to have a certain amount of assets always instrumental to the production of wealth.
Informative function
An important aspect of the share capital is the informative function. The -in theory, to prevent it. In other words, the preventive and informative funcIt is visible the link between the production-function and the information function, which underlines two different aspects of the share capital. The nominal capital is, essentially, what appears on the outside: in fact a nomen, a pure and simple information. This representation consists of a simple number, almost a symbol which is easily comprehensible from the outside of the ensure the representativeness of the capital as information. The share capi--ment level, it is indicative of the seriousness of the economic initiative put in place by the shareholders, as it ensures that the contributions are effective, -ever, that lenders are more interested in the company balance sheet, and in
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Central European Review of Economics & Finance -der which the companies must indicate the amount of capital (In Italy Article. 2250 of the Italian Civil Code). This provides to third parties, ie at current -thors emphasize that the informative value of the share capital reveal that -ers because the information on the share-capital status protects them from a mis administration of the company board. The share capital allows lenders to understand the real level of risk related to their investment because it is --of assets and liabilities that are part of the company's assets.
It should also be kept in mind the possible time discrepancy: the nominal capital, in fact, may be different from the real economic situation of the company. Shareholders normally have an amount of time (usually until the end expresses a nominal information that does not correspond to reality. informative function and was not extremely concerned of a possible discrepancy between the reality represented by the capital itself and the reality of information on the true economic situation of the company.
Normative approach -Shareholders considered as different sort of company's creditors is declined in various shades, and it stresses the importance of the nominal within the shareholders, and the creditors. This theory emphasizes a sort of connection between the shareholders and the creditors of the company because what characterizes the shareholder, what confers that status, is the ownership of the shares if the share capital. There are authors who believe that the norms which discipline the share capital cannot be interpreted in terms of relationships between shareholders and creditors (Guidotti, Pederpart of the contract between the company and its shareholders.
In the opinion of the mentioned authors, it is not true that shareholders -fore, from a point of "objective" view, share capital is used to determine the amount of wealth on which the shareholders can rely. It has been said that -tions The uncertainty of the return, the possibility of complete loss of the amount transferred, are therefore fundamental characteristics. The share corporate form. Without share capital, we could not speak of the company.
---pany and to ensure that is carried out correctly. The share capital has a role of protection and development of company activities. Hence it is natural to conclude that the shareholders and the creditors and other third parties the Share capital importance --not only the value of the share capital on a certain date but also its evolution adjust their investment decisions to them. Those creditors, therefore, have an interest in the set of rules for the establishment, maintenance and the it would be incorrect to say that the shareholders do not hold any claims returned, as creditors of the company, but this refund is subject to the prior liabilities and capital.
shareholders and creditors. In addition, company's actions are not always independent from the will of its shareholders, especially in the case of the --to their convenience, and the possibility to use multiple methods to protects -on the company measures to protect their credits. The share capital, protransaction costs and also protects the most vulnerable creditors.
needed, or is it just a shadow of the past? In the opinion of the writer, the entrepreneur and the company assets. This independence, that the share company has, is the corner stone of the modern economic activities, sort of insurance for the entrepreneur who may rely on that in the case of insolvency, his/her personal assets will not be taken apart and involved in the share capital has to be an important element of a company, but that at the same time, the share capital has to be no more than a formal element. The -tors, it is considered just as an element which allows the assets separation.
